Statement from Jordan in group 3

Thank you chair, and thank you for your efforts and also for the Secretariat. It is a huge effort that you are compiling all efforts in one document. And as well, thank you for the skeleton that you are providing us with, which we feel that it will facilitate our work very much.

In the preamble, we would like to confirm that it should be short, clear, reflect the articles and using the principle of life cycle approach as well as the waste management hierarchy. And the definition, we are also looking to have clear...

definition using international language, new terms to be mentioned that need to be used, and we hope that after the first reading, after the delegates will digest what is the compiled document is, we can identify at least in this stage the terms of definition, and later we can come to the definition itself.

But as first priority, we need to identify maybe the terms after digesting the compiled document. In the scope, again, we are looking to have, or we need to stick to the UNIA decision 5-14 and to mention the life cycle approach of plastic. In principle, we are, in principle, we are flexible to have ornate. But if we will have, we need to shed, we should limit to the waste principle like prevention, EPR, proximity, polluter pay principles, and waste hierarchy. Thank you.